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Structural Exercise to Assit Chiropractic and Osteopathic Conditions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your initial examination indicates certain areas of weakness in the musculature and 
ligamentation of the spine. The following exercises are designed to strengthen these specific 
areas. These exercises are an integral part of the correction and maintenance for your spinal 
problems. Additionally their correct and diligent application will reduce your recovery time, as 
well as help relieve your symptoms and pain. An understanding of the reasons for these 
exercises will be developed by the exercise therapist or your doctor.  
 
 
 
WARNING!  
Do these exercises only in the manner instructed. Done improperly they may be harmful, or 
impede your progress. Ask for clarification FROM YOUR THERAPIST OR DOCTOR if you are 
in doubt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 



LUMBAR TWIST 
 
The purpose of this exercise is to establish freedom of movement and effect cleansing 
processes of the spinal structures in the morning and evening.  
Directions:  
1. Sit up straight with your feet on the floor and your elbows elevated to shoulder height with 
both fists together just below the chin.  
2. Rotate your body completely to the right.  
3. Rotate your body completely to the left. Turn the shoulders and the head in each direction as 
far as can be done without undue stress.  
4. This exercise should be done with a continuous, fluid movement twenty-five times each 
morning and evening.  
INCREASE TO: 50 times after 1 week TO: 75 after 1 month 
 
SPECIFIC CERVICAL EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen the lateral (side) muscles of the neck.  
Directions:  
1. Invert your right hand (thumb pointing down) and place it just above the right ear, cupping the 
ear. The palm of the hand is always against the side of the head. The elbow is up and back.  
2. Flex your head to the right (bring your right ear down to your shoulder). 
3. Resist the movement of your head with your hand.  
4. Return your head to a full upright position.  
Do this exercise first with your chin tucked into your chest, then with your head level, and then 
with your chin pointed upward. Repeat this movement 5 times, 2 times a day. Switch hands and 
sides, and repeat all motions on the left side 5 times, 2 times a day. Remember: Do not rotate 
your head while doing this exercise. Look forward while going through the full motion. After 1 
month increase to 10 times 2 a day. These movements should not involve the trunk or 
shoulders. Practice this exercise in front of a mirror to insure its proper application. 
 
 
CERVICAL EXTENSION EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen the back of the neck and upper back muscles.  
Directions:  
1. Starting with your chin level, place both hands behind your head and interlock your fingers. 
Your elbows will be pointing up.  
2. Keeping your elbows together, exert a slight pulling pressure as you raise your chin as high 
as it will go. The resistance should pull; you should feel it in the lower neck and upper back. 
Repeat this exercise 15 times, 2 times a day. 
 
 
 
ATLAS ROTATION EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen Obliquus Capitis Superior muscle  
Directions:  
1. Turn your head to the right, and place your right hand on the right side of your head and face.  
2. With your hand, resist the movement of your head as your head turns towards midline (face 
forward). 
3. Keep the motion (rotation) of this exercise within a ten-degree range of motion. Remember to 



start with your head turned to the side.  
4. Repeat this exercise starting with your head turned to the left, using your left hand against 
your head and face. Repeat this exercise on each side 10 times, 2 times a day. 
 
 
 
AXIS SPINOUS EXERCISE 
To strengthen Rectus Capitis Post and Major and Obliquus Capitis Inferior muscles.  
 
Directions:  
1. Place your right hand on the back of your head. Your forearm should be parallel to the 
ground, just above the ear, and up against the head. Your elbow will be pointed directly out in 
front of your eyes.  
2. This exercise requires you to do two exercises at the same time. First resist against your 
head as you tip your head straight back (pointing your chin to the sky). Continue to resist, but do 
not allow your head to move past the point where your chin is pointed up about thirty degrees.  
3. At the same time, resist the motion of your head with your forearm as you turn your head to 
the right. Again, do not allow your head to turn. It should continue to point straight ahead. 
Remember to simply attempt to turn your head to the right while you are tipping it back, but 
keep your head facing the same direction with your hand and forearm.  
4. Switch hands and reverse motions on your left side. Continue to resist for a count of 20, and 
relax for 10 seconds. Repeat this exercise 2 times, 2 times a day. 
 
SPECIFIC LUMBAR EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen the Quadratus Lumborum muscle.  
Directions:  
1. Lie on your back on the floor or on a bed with your arms extended at your sides for stability 
(hands palm down as braces).  
2. Walk your legs together on your heels, to the right, and cross them at the ankles.  
3. Exerting some pressure downward against the floor, drag both legs at the same time in an 
arc across the floor, to your left, as far as possible.  
4. Walk your legs back to your far night side and repeat the motion. 5. Now switch to starting 
with your left side. Drag your legs to the right and walk them back to the left. Repeat this motion 
15 times in each direction, 2 times a day. 
 
LUMBAR HIP FLEXOR EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen hip flexors, and to increase flexibility in the lower back, hips and buttocks.  
Directions: 
Part I  
1.Lay on your back on the floor or on a bed.  
2. Flex both legs so that your knees are elevated about six to ten inches off the floor or bed. 
Keep your feet on the floor or bed.  
3. Place both hands on your right knee.  
4. Raise that knee towards your right shoulder. Continuously apply pressure against that knee 
with both hands as you raise it. Relax your lower right leg, allowing it to hang bent as you go 
through this motion. Bring your knee as close as you can to your shoulder without undue pain.  
5. Return your knee to the starting position. Repeat this motion 20 times, 2 times a day for each 
leg.  
 



Part II  
1. Remaining in the same position, lock both hands behind your right knee and raise that knee 
towards your shoulder (try to touch the shoulder one time!).  
2. Now push the knee back towards the starting position as you resist the movement with your 
hands.  
3. Finish the motion, bring the knee back up, and then again push down against your hands. 
Repeat this motion 15 times, 2 times a day. 
 
CERVICAL FLEXION EXERCISE 
 
To strengthen the front of the neck.  
Directions:  
1. Raise your chin as high as it will go.  
2. Place your fingertips on your forehead, just above your eyebrows. Keep your elbows 
together.  
3. Applying a slight pressure with your fingers against your forehead, tuck your chin towards 
your chest, bringing your elbows down as you do. Keep your elbows together as you go through 
the motion.  
4. Bring your chin down as far as it will go. Continue applying pressure with your fingers, and 
push your head back to the starting position resisting the pressure of your fingers as your head 
moves back. Repeat this motion 15 times, 2 times a day. 
 
 
CHEST EXPANSION/BREATHING EXERCISE 
 
To reestablish Thoracic Kyphosis.  
Directions: 
Part I  
1. Stand comfortably with your back straight. Put your palms together (praying hands). Bring 
your hands to the center of your chest at heart level an inch or two in front of your body, chin 
lowered to chest.  
2. Take a deep breath while you raise your chin, and move your hands (still together) upward in 
front of your nose, extending them high above your head. Press your palms together as you 
breathe in.  
3. Exhale as you bring your hands down to the starting position. Continue to press your palms 
together, and lower your chin back to your chest. 
 
 
Part II  
1. Take another deep breath and hold it while you push your palms together as hard as you can.  
2. Lift your chin up and arch your shoulders forward (rotate your shoulders in front of your chest 
as if you are trying to touch them together). Hold this position for a count of eight. Relax, exhale 
and repeat part I. Repeat this exercise (parts I and II) 10 times, 2 times a day. 
 
 
LYING ON ROLLED TOWELS 
 
Directions:  
1. You need one standard-sized bath towel and one smaller face towel for this exercise. Lay 
each towel in front of you so that it lies lengthwise from right to left.  
Take the right edge of each towel and fold it over neatly to the left edge (fold each towel in half; 



it should make a near square). Now fold the top and bottom edge over towards the middle of the 
towel so that the edges come together at the center line running right to left.  
Starting from right to left (lengthwise), roll each towel to the other side.  
2. Lie on your back on the floor or on a bed. Place the large rolled towel under your neck, 
resting snugly along the top of your back and shoulders. Place the smaller rolled towel under 
your lower back just above your hip bones. Lie on these for twenty minutes each morning and 
each evening. 
 
 
 
LUMBAR CURVE FLEXION 
To strengthen the front muscles of the lower back and pull the lumbar curve forward.  
Directions:  
1. Sit on a bench or chair with your feet on the floor, your hands on your knees, your head 
pointed straight ahead, and your back straight.  
2. Arch your lower back forward (push your stomach outward using with your lower back). While 
you are doing this, keep your arms straight and push them into your knees. Lift your ankles up 
(keep your toes down). Tilt your head back, pointing your chin up. Use your arms to resist 
against lifting your legs.  
3. Hold this position for five seconds, then relax. Repeat this motion 15 times, 2 times a day. 
 
 


